From
caree~ Jon Valera Retires
o u t I n s ty1e.
After a R e,nar,#cable
Sport Karate. Fittingly~ He Goes

June 1998. The Delta Center. Salt Lake City, Utah. The
Photos by Doug Churchill
NBA finals. Michael Jordan hits the game-winning shot
for the Chicago Bulls. After the ball slithers through the net,
Jordan turns up court and pumps his fist in the air. Ti,tle
No. 6 for Jordan and the Bulls.
October 1999. St. Paul !liver~Centre. St. P,aul,_ Minnesota.
~
The forms grand champwnship at NASKA.s Diamond Nationals. When the announcer finishes reading the scores,
Jon Valera waves to the crowd, pumps his fist in the air and
walks offthe stage. Forms grand championship No. 3 at the
Diamonds for the 24-year-old Los Angeles resident.
The similarities between these two remarkable athletes is
amazing. Each has incredible talent, drive, intensity and
class. Both inspire others to work hard and lift the level of
their own game. Both have enjoyed a tremendous amount
ofsuccess in their respective sports. And unfortunately, both
of them decukd to recently retire.
Valera, a member of Team Paul Mitchell, decukd to make
Larry Carnahan's Diamond Nationals his last tournament.
Much to the delight ofthe crowd and his parents-who listened teary-eyed to his farewell speech-Valera went out in
style. He won the forms and weapons grand championship. that. Furthermore, there are a lot of opportunities coming
In the following interview, Thlera reminisces a little about my way in the entertainment world. I intend to do so~e
-Editor acting and stunts. I enjoy it all, and I'm not going to r~stnct
his sport-karate career and his future.
myself to one part of the industry. I'm going to take it day
deciyour
about
feel
you
do
Karate lliustrated: How
by day and see what comes my way.
sion to retire?
Jon Valera: I've been thinking about it for a while now.
KI: Did you have any mixed emotions about your deciProbably close to one year. I'm not downgrading the tour- sion during the finals of the Diamond Nationals?
nament circuit, but it's time to move on to bigger and better
JV: No. I was confident. I wanted to go out with bang and
things. I've been competing for 11 years. I've pretty much go out on top.
got all I can out of sport karate. I just felt it was time to
move on. I feel good about the decision. I've retired on top.
.
KI: Why do you think you've been successful?
Hopefully I've left a lasting impression.
JV: In addition to my talent, I think it's been_ my atti-

KI: What are your plans?

\

JV: I definitely want to help sport karate grow. I want to
throw out some ideas that will enable the sport to do just
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tude. Image is everything. The promoters are the Judges. If
they don't approve ofyou or how you handle yourse]f, you're
not going to win. For example, if somebody asks me for an
autograph while I'm getting ready to compete, I tell them

to stay right there and I'll sign when I finish. I don't want to

brush anyone off. I want to treat everyone with respect.
And that's the way I want to be treated.

KI: You demonstrated a tremendous amount ofconfidence
when you competed. When you were on the stage, there
was no question that it belonged to you.
JV: Part of that comes from my theatrical background.
Not only was that image deliberate, but it was also a feeling I had. Some people said it came across like arrogance,
but it was strictly confidence. When I stepped into the ring,
I wanted everyone to know it was mine.
KI: What will you miss most about sport karate?
JV: The people. Of course, I will miss the fans and the
support they showed me.

KI: What will you miss the least?
JV: Definitely, the politics. I also won't miss the bad atti-

Mitchell, said he heard a rumor that I was going to retire.
He said, ''You're just like the great ones. You're going to go
out on top."

Reflections on Jon Valera
Jefflkejiri, sport-karate competitor
''He's the man. He's an original. He took the sport to the
next level. And the hair? It's him. No one else is a trendsetter
like him. He's a leader-not a follower."

Jimmy Pham, sport-karate
competitor and freshman at UCLA
"After many months of working out with various martial artists, I've determined that he is one of the laziest
martial artists I know. Seriously, he deserves every award
he's won. He is one of the hardest working martial artists
on the circuit."

tudes, especially in the younger divisions. Those kids are
supposed to be having fun, but some of them are going at
each other's throats.

Rick Dalglish, father of
sport-karate competitor Wayne Dalglish
'To give you an idea of what we think about him, my son,
Wallace, named his goldfish after Jon. In fact, Wallace used
KI: What is your best memory of sport karate?
JV: One of the best memories is the 1999 Diamond Na- to want us to call him Jon Valera. Anyway, Wallace used to
tionals. Of course, my induction into the Black Belt Hall of take Jon out of the fish bowl. One day he petted him to
Fame is also important. That was a big honor for me. Winning two golds at the WAKO world championships is another. Finally, the 1989 Ocean State Grand Nationals were
also memorable. I was a junior. After I finished my form, I
received a standing ovation. That still stands out in my
mind. I was just in complete awe.

death. This happened three years ago when he was two."

Suzann Wancket, forms and weapons champion
''He set the standard for the next generation. He has

KI: Any embarrassing moments?
JV:Actually, there are a few of them. In 1990, I ',vaJked
up to the judges at a tournament, introduced myself and
walked backward with confidence and strength. Unfortunately, I walked so fast that I bumped into a wall pretty
hard. It was just ''Boom." I heard some people chuckle when
that happened. On another occasion, I threw a 720 and
landed on my back. When I got up, I threw another kick
and landed on my face. Another occasion occurred during
the Diamond Nationals one year. After I finished my formwhich was strong, fast and clean-I stepped on one of my
pant legs and stood there for a few seconds leaning at a 45degree angle.

KI: You presented a new look when you showed up at the
Battle ofAtlanta. What did people think ofyour white hair?
JV: That seems to be the issue going around! Anyway, I
got mixed reactions. At first, everyorte was like, "Whoa."
Ev_en when I saw it, I thought, ''Whoa." Once they got used
to it, however, my fellow competitors liked it.
KI: While it's unfortunate, it seems only fitting that you
retired along with Wayne Gretzky, John Elway and Michael
Jordan.
JV: Earlier this year, Steve Babcock, who is on 'Tham Paul

Jon Valera
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speed, presence, power and focus. You could call him a freak
of nature. He's the best."

look at it as a challenge, and I don't want to run away from
a challenge. I want to overcome the challenge, and J
Valera is definitely a challenge.
on

On t~e day o~the to~~ent, I'm developing a competitive nund-set. Im gettmg mto a zone. 'lb get into the zone
. . .
I listen to Tom Cochran's "Life Is a Highway." The son '
"Jon set the standards. He's been a huge msprration to
prepares me for the competition. It pumps me up and make!
me, and he really pushed me to the limit. A great deal of my
me smile. I don't want to be too serious when I go out there
success comes from him. I wish his forms were longer. I
When I'm 10 minutes away from competing, I block ev~
always wanted to see him compete more. He also has a cool
erything out and get into an almost meditative state. I think
haircut."
about things like having fun, giving it my all, power, speed
and intensity.
When I'm facing a guy like Valera, I don't always watch
Dazzling and Spectacular
him compete because that is when I'm listening to my music. However, if he goes early in the division, I will watch
The Competition at the 31st Battle ofAtlanta
him. After all, he's a good friend and I support him.
Never Looked Better
If he goes before me, he'll likely get a lot of cheers. That
makes
me go harder. The cheers make me want to take it
Don't tell me you heard about the fight between Nikki
up
a
notch.
It's healthy competition.
Carlson and Dottie White, too? Oh, man. It seems like everybody did.
John Su: Mental Preparation for Competition
In case you didn't hear about it, White and Carlson met
Age: 18
in the grands at the 1999 Battle of Atlanta. There was a
Home: Dallas, Texas
push here, a shove there, a late hit here. One thing led to
First place in unbladed weapons and traditional
another ... and the next thing you know they were brawlJapanese forms and second place in team forms.
ing for real. Order was quickly restored, and the finals continued. Joe Corley, the promoter, said Carlson won the match
\,\Then you compete, you want to show several attributes,
but was disqualified for unsportsmanlike conduct. Thereincluding stmngth, rhythm, balance and difficult maneufore, White was declared the winner. OK Enough said.
Oh ... and did you hear about the matches (massacres) vers. Other in1p01tant factors include overall appearance
between the point fighters and the two members of the and excitement. You have to appeal to a variety of judges
United States Taekwondo Team? In the first match, point with diverse backgrounds.
fighter Raymond Daniels crushed (defeated, dominated,
With that in mind, you have to put your form together
destroyed) Kevin McCullough. In the second match, point almost like an essay. You should have a beginning, middle
fighter Brian Ruth manhandled Richard An.
and end. You should also have main points or "exclamation
And finally, did you hear about the incredible, dazzling points" like beautiful sidekicks to keep your "readers" (the
display of athleticism from some ofthe most incredible sport- judges) interested. You want to showcase your best skills
karate competitors on the circuit? John Su, Jon Valera, and techniques.
Jimmy Pham, Casey Marks, Raymond Daniels, Jefflkejiri
(continued on page 64)
and Gemma Nguyen were just a few of the competitors
who showcased their skills in Atlanta.
These elite forms competitors did not just roll out of bed
one morning and suddenly become great. They work at it.
Training, proper nutrition, mental preparation. That type
of thing. And we're going to present some of their tips so
you can reach the same level that they consistently reach.
We'll start with Ikejiri.

Mike Chaturantabut, former
sport-karate champion and actor

Jeff lkejiri: Facing A Tough Opponent
Age: 18
Home: Washington, D.C.
First place men's Korean forms, 18-29
When I faced Jon Valera in the men's Korean forms division, I knew he was the man to beat. Let me explain how I
prepare for competition against an elite competitor like
Valera.
The day before the tournament, I'm relaxed and chilling
out. I'm thinking about the event, but I'm not worried. I
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Karate lliustrate d: What role will gymnastics play in

·John .Su

(continued from page 58)
Next, you want to "proofread" or practice your form. Your
form should flow. When you're working out, you can touch
up and tweak areas that need attention. Your form should
become part ofyou. You want to tell a story with your form,
not just throw movement s together. Of course, you want
your moves to be automatic so you can really put some feeling into your form.
It's also important to enjoy what you're doing. The judges
can get a feel for your thoughts when you're doing your
form.

Does Gym nasti cs Belon g
in Spor t Kara te?
Whoosh. Unreal.

How else can you describe the forms competition at
Joe Carley's Battle of Atlanta? Those guys are absolutely incredible.
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sport karate during the new millennium ?
Jimmy Pham: Gymnastic s will play a huge role, but
what we are doing is not strictly gymnastic s. I have heard
over and over that judges are worried that tournamen ts
will turn into gymnastic meets. We are not gymnasts. We
are martial artists just taking competitio n to the next level
and the only way to do that is to jump higher, spin mor~
and kick more while we're in the air. While we are martial
artists, we are also artists. We create and sculpt forms that
are works of art.
KI: Why did the change occur?
Pham: Everyone wants to top the next person (competitor). There is a race going on between 10 to 20 sport-karate
competitor s who are trying to find out who can jump higher,
spin m ore and kick more times without landing. Why?They
want to b,: t),e best. These athletes are going to take competition to the next level.
FJ : Whctt do the traditiona lists say about this new look?
Pham: Well, they certainly are aware of the change, but
it's the only way for the martial arts to evolve. Everything
is meant to change. Besides, this is the only way to take the
martial arts into the mainstrea m so the public can really
notice what we are doing. In one sense, we are pioneers.
After all, you can either sit back and do traditional forms or
you can change and do something different.
KI: Can you and the other competitor s entirely disregard the arts?
Pham: No, you have to maintain the martial arts in your
routine. You can't just have a creative [gymnastics] floor
routine. You still have to punch and kick. Ideally, you should
have one gymnastic s move for every three martial ruts
moves.
KI: How does gymnastic s help in a tournamen t?
Pham: In a number of ways. First, it will help you to
increase your score because it adds a level of difficulty to
your form. Second, it's a good way to get from one side of
the ring to the other. Third, it spices up your routine for the
audience.
KI: Finally, what does a forms competitor need to be successful in 2000 and beyond?
Ph~: ~ addition to establishin g a good foW1dation in
the ~as1cs m the martial arts, it's a good idea to take gylll·
nastic lessons on the side. Gymnastic s will help you develop leg strength and flexibility. It's also important t.o be
strong mentally. You have to be hungry. You have to believe
you can win and you have to want to win in order t.o winJ{I
You need that drive and hunger.

